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Abstract

The human Y chromosome is replete with amplicons—very large, nearly identical repeats—which render it susceptible to interstitial

deletions that often cause spermatogenic failure. Here we describe a recurrent, 1.8-Mb deletion that removes half of the azoospermia factor c

(AZFc) region, including 12 members of eight testis-specific gene families. We show that this ‘‘b2/b3’’ deletion arose at least four times in

human history—likely on inverted variants of the AZFc region that we find exist as common polymorphisms. We observed the b2/b3 deletion

primarily in one family of closely related Y chromosomes—branch N in the Y-chromosome genealogy—in which all chromosomes carried

the deletion. This branch is known to be widely distributed in northern Eurasia, accounts for the majority of Y chromosomes in some

populations, and appears to be several thousand years old. The population-genetic success of the b2/b3 deletion is surprising, (i) because it

removes half of AZFc and (ii) because the gr/gr deletion, which removes a similar set of testis-specific genes, predisposes to spermatogenic

failure. Our present findings suggest either that the b2/b3 deletion has at most a modest effect on fitness or that, within branch N, its effect has

been counterbalanced by another genetic, possibly Y-linked, factor.
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The AZFc region of the human Y chromosome is critical of the importance of AZFc to spermatogenesis and the
for normal spermatogenesis, and the recurrent b2/b4 dele-

tion, which removes all of AZFc, results in spermatogenic

failure [1–3]. Evidence for deletions of part of AZFc was

reported previously, although the precise nature and size of

these deletions were not determined [4–7]. More recently,

two deletions of part of AZFc were predicted, molecularly

characterized, and shown to result from ectopic homologous

recombination between amplicons [8,9]. One of these dele-

tions, the gr/gr deletion, is a risk factor for spermatogenic

failure, while the other, the b1/b3 deletion, is so rare that its

effects on spermatogenesis have not been assessed. Because
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possibility that still other deletions of part of AZFc might

exist, we searched for such deletions using AZFc-specific

STS markers (Fig. 1A).
Results

We screened 1563 men and found 25 who lacked

sY1191 but possessed all flanking STSs (Fig. 1A and

Tables 1 and 2). This STS pattern differs from previously

described deletions that affect AZFc, including the b1/b3

and gr/gr deletions [3,9,10]. We investigated the nature of

the new deletion in light of the observation that homolo-

gous recombination between amplicons causes nearly all
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previously described interstitial Y-chromosomal deletions

involving AZFc [3,9,10]. Inspection of the reference se-

quence of AZFc shows that a single homologous recom-

bination event between amplicons cannot produce a
Fig. 1.
chromosome lacking only sY1191 (Fig. 1A). However,

two mutational pathways, each consisting of an inversion

followed by a deletion, could generate this STS pattern

(Fig. 1). One pathway consists of an inversion involving
.



Table 1

Men screened for deletions in AZFc

Category Number of

men tested

Number of men

with sY1191-minus-

only genotype

Spermatogenic failurea 1089 7

Normal spermatogenesisa 148 2

Unknown spermatogenesisa 326 16

Total 1563 25

a See Materials and methods.
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the green and red amplicons (a ‘‘gr/rg’’ inversion) followed

by a deletion between amplicons b2 and b3 (Fig. 1C). The

other pathway consists of an inversion between amplicons

b2 and b3, followed by a deletion involving the red and

green amplicons (an ‘‘rg/rg’’ deletion; Fig. 1D). Both

pathways produce the same final arrangement of amplicons

(Fig. 1E).

We then used FISH to determine whether the sY1191-

deleted chromosomes had this predicted arrangement of

amplicons. Of 14 chromosomes tested, we found 11 with

this arrangement (Table 2 and Figs. 1E and 1F), while 3

seemed to have undergone a duplication after the deletion

(Table 2 and Fig. 2). These duplications are reminiscent of the

duplications observed subsequent to the gr/gr deletion [9].

If either of the two hypothesized inversion–deletion

pathways caused the sY1191 deletions, then there might

be chromosomes with an inversion only, as the inversion

and deletion events would not likely occur in the same

generation. We used FISH to search for these inversions

in a panel of Y chromosomes that represented the full

breadth of the Y chromosome’s genealogical tree. Spe-

cifically, we examined one chromosome from each of the

44 branches in Fig. 3. We detected both of the predicted

inversions at reasonably high frequencies: 6/44 for the gr/

rg inversion (Figs. 1C and 3) and 3/44 for the b2/b3

inversion (Figs. 1D and 3). These data do not indicate

whether one of the two mutational pathways predomi-

nates in generation of chromosomes lacking only sY1191.

However, we termed the final arrangement of amplicons
Fig. 1. Inversion–deletion models of the origins of b2/b3 deletions. (A) The ampli

the organization of the constituent amplicons, which are color-coded; sequences w

AZFc deletion and the gr/gr deletion are shown on top. STSs used to detect the

detected by FISH probes RP11-336F2 (green [22]), cosmid 18E8 (red [18]), and R

the regions involved in the first homologous recombination events in the two path

whose STS results are consistent with the reference sequence in (A). Hybridization

green– red–green (left). Hybridization with the green and yellow probes also prod

Pathway 1: gr/rg inversion (g1, r1, r2 recombining with r3, r4, g3; green-shaded b

recombination. The blue arch in the inverted organization indicates the sequences

region, accounting for the sY1191-minus-only genotype. Interphase nuclei (fro

inversion: green and red probes produced the same pattern as in B, and green and

yellow–green–yellow. (D) Pathway 2: b2/b3 inversion (blue-shaded box) followe

The green arch in the inverted organization indicates the sequences involved in the

Interphase nuclei (from PD264) hybridized as above showed the patterns expected

those of B and C: red–green–green– red–green, and green and yellow probes pro

Interphase nuclei of a man (WHT3420) with the STS signature indicating a b2

predicted: red–green (left) and green–yellow (right).
the ‘‘b2/b3’’ deletion, referring to the targets of homol-

ogous recombination in the more common gr/rg inversion

(Fig. 1C).

We investigated the dynamics of b2/b3 deletions over the

course of human history by taking advantage of the Y

chromosome’s clonal transmission and knowledge of its

genealogical tree [11–13]. We found that 21 of the 25 b2/

b3 deletions cluster in a single family of Y chromosomes,

branch N [13] (Table 2 and Fig. 3). Furthermore, all branch

N chromosomes were b2/b3 deleted.

These findings shed new light on a previously described

polymorphism in branch N. Y chromosomes in branch N

were found to lack a specific 6-kb band in EcoRI Southern

blots probed with 50f2 [14]. Our electronic analysis shows

that 50f2 should hybridize to a 6-kb EcoRI fragment that is

16 kb distal to sY1191 and that would be removed in the b2/

b3 deletion (Fig. 1). Thus, the b2/b3 deletion appears to

explain the absence of this fragment among branch N

chromosomes.

The b2/b3-deleted chromosomes outside of branch N

were distributed over three other Y haplotypes, all of which

contained many undeleted chromosomes (Fig. 3 and Table

2). The rarity of b2/b3-deleted chromosomes outside of

branch N (only 4/1542) and their apparent universality

within branch N suggest that b2/b3-deleted chromosomes

in this branch descended from a single deleted founder. We

conclude that the b2/b3 deletion arose independently once in

branch N and at least once in each of the other three

haplotypes.

How old and widespread are b2/b3-deleted branch N

chromosomes? Branch N contains chromosomes with the

derived allele at the Tat polymorphism [13], an allele whose

age and distribution have been widely studied [15,16]. This

allele, then, offers lower bounds on the age and distribution

of branch N chromosomes. It is widespread in northern

Eurasia and extremely common in some populations, in-

cluding Eastern Siberian Yakuts (85%), Finns (60%), and

Estonians (47%) [15,16]. Indeed, the geographical distribu-

tion of Tat-derived chromosomes and their microsatellite

diversity suggest that this polymorphism is several thousand
conic complex embedding AZFc, shown to scale [3]. The central bar depicts

ith the same color are >99.9% identical. The genomic extents of the b2/b4

b2/b3 deletion are indicated immediately below the central bar. Locations

P11-79J10 (yellow [22]) are also shown. The green and blue arches indicate

ways. (B) FISH probes hybridized to interphase nuclei from a man (PD223)

with the green and red probes produced the expected pattern: green– red–

uced the expected pattern: green–yellow–green–green–yellow (right). (C)

ox) followed by a b2/b3 deletion (blue-shaded box), both via homologous

involved in the deletion. sY1191 and one copy of sY1206 lie in the deleted

m PD116) hybridized as above showed the patterns expected for a gr/rg

yellow probes produced a pattern different from that of B: green–green–

d by rg/rg deletion (green-shaded box) both via homologous recombination.

deletion. As in C, sY1191 and one copy of sY1206 lie in the deleted region.

for b2/b3 inversion: green and red probes produced a pattern different from

duced the same pattern as in B. (E) Final arrangement in both pathways. (F)

/b3 deletion, hybridized with FISH probes as above. The patterns are as



Table 2

FISH analysis of men lacking sY1191 and their location in the genealogical tree of the Y chromosome

Sample ID FISH Branch of Y Spermatogenic

Number of dots

with red probea
Organization of dots after

cohybridization with

green and red probesa

genealogyb phenotype

Men for whom FISH showed the b2/b3 deletion

AMC0135 1 G-R F*(xHK) Abnormal

AMC0172 1 G-R I Normal

PD321 1 G-R N*(xN3) Unknown

AMC0010 1 G-R N3 Normal

PD427 1 G-R N3 Unknown

WHT0716 1 G-R N3 Unknown

WHT3420 1 G-R N3 Abnormal

WHT4704 1 G-R N3 Unknown

WHT4830 1 G-R N3 Unknown

PD024 1 G-R Q3 Unknown

PD066 1 G-R Q3 Unknown

Men for whom FISH indicated duplication subsequent to the b2/b3 deletion

AMC0171 2c Insufficient cells N*(xN3) Abnormal

PD403 2c G-R-G-Rc N*(xN3) Unknown

WHT3645 3c R-G-R-R-Gc N*(xN3) Abnormal

Men for whom cells were unavailable

AMC0170 N3 Abnormal

AMC0173 N3 Abnormal

WHT4443 N3 Abnormal

WHT4869 N3 Unknown

WHT4895 N3 Unknown

WHT4906 N3 Unknown

YCC047 N3 Unknown

YCC048 N3 Unknown

YCC049 N3 Unknown

YCC050 N3 Unknown

YCC051 N3 Unknown

a See Fig. 1A.
b See Fig. 3.
c FISH result indicating duplication subsequent to b2/b3 deletion.
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years old [15,16]. Thus, the b2/b3 deletion in branch N is at

least as old.
Discussion

The b2/b3 deletion removes 1.8 Mb of AZFc—a region

essential for normal spermatogenesis—including 12 testes-

specific genes or transcripts (Table 3); thus, the age, persis-

tence, and geographical range of branch N Y chromosomes

are surprising. Furthermore, a different deletion, the gr/gr

deletion, has similar size and gene content (Fig. 1A and

Table 3) and predisposes to spermatogenic failure [9].

It is not known whether the AZFc gene copies retained on

b2/b3-deleted chromosomes are functionally equivalent to

those retained on gr/gr-deleted chromosomes. There is little

difference in the numbers of genes affected by the two

deletions; the b2/b3 deletion removes one more copy of

each of three gene families, but spares at least one copy of

each family (Table 3). Based on the Y-chromosomal refer-

ence sequence, the sequences of the gene copies remaining
after the two deletions are essentially identical, except in the

case of DAZ [17]. Different members of the DAZ gene

family are known to have various intragenic duplications

[17,18] and might as a consequence not be functionally

equivalent. Furthermore, the near sequence identity of the

other genes does not preclude expression differences that

might be due to, for example, differences between the two

deletions in long-range sequence organization.

While seeking to understand the success of the b2/b3

deletion in branch N in light of the effects of the gr/gr

deletion on spermatogenesis, it is important to consider the

differences in the frequencies of the two deletions. We

previously reported finding the gr/gr deletion in 14 different

Y haplotypes and at a relatively high frequency, 3.5%,

among men with spermatogenic failure [9]. This allowed

us to assess its effects on spermatogenesis in diverse genetic

contexts. In contrast, we found the b2/b3 deletion in only

four men outside of branch N. Consequently, currently

available data do not allow us to assess whether the b2/b3

deletion, in and of itself, is a risk factor for spermatogenic

failure.
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Fig. 2. Subsequent rearrangements of b2/b3-deleted chromosomes. (A)

Organization of amplicons in a b2/b3-deleted chromosome, with the

amplicons involved in the blue–gray duplication indicated by the arch. (B)

Model of blue–gray duplication caused by homologous recombination

(shaded box). (C) Interphase nuclei of a man (PD403) hybridized with

probes as in Fig. 1. The results are as predicted for a blue–gray duplication:

red–green–red–green (left) and green–yellow–green–yellow (right). (D)

Interphase nuclei from WHT3645 hybridized with FISH probes as in Fig. 1.

Homologous recombination between amplicons in a b2/b3-deleted

chromosome cannot explain this result. However, the fact that this man’s

chromosome is in branch N and lacks only sY1191 suggests that it

descended from a b2/b3-deleted chromosome. The organization indicated

by the FISH results could be the result of nonhomologous rearrangement or

of recombination between short repeats. Such mutations are much less

common in the Y chromosome than homologous recombination between

amplicons, but have been reported [3,10].
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Indeed, we must consider the possibility that, within

branch N, any reduction in fitness caused by the b2/b3

deletion might have been counterbalanced by a beneficial

factor, perhaps located elsewhere in the Y chromosomes of

branch N. In the absence of meiotic crossing over with a

homologous chromosome, this factor would remain com-

pletely linked to the b2/b3 deletion. Alternatively, however,

the b2/b3 deletion might have only a minimal effect on

spermatogenesis and fitness. If so, small effective popula-

tion sizes might have allowed branch N chromosomes to

drift to high frequencies [19].

Investigating the possible effects of the b2/b3 deletion on

spermatogenesis would likely require screening tens of

thousands of men, because of (i) the possibility of a

compensatory factor in branch N, (ii) the rarity of b2/b3

deletions outside of branch N, and (iii) the possibility that
any such effects may be weak. Studies of this scale are

currently infeasible, but are among the goals of the Human

Genome Project and may become possible in the future

[20].
Materials and methods

Men studied. Men with spermatogenic failure (Table 1)

were patients from the Academic Medical Center and
patients studied at the Whitehead Institute, all with idio-

pathic nonobstructive azoospermia (no sperm in semen) or

idiopathic severe oligozoospermia (sperm count <107/ml

or total sperm count <2 � 107). Men with normal

spermatogenesis (Table 1) were patients from the Aca-

demic Medical Center with total sperm count >4 � 107

and normal sperm motility and morphology. Men with

unknown spermatogenesis (Table 1) were included for

analysis based on their Y haplotype without knowledge

of their sperm count. Most of these samples were pur-

chased from the NHGRI/NIGMS DNA Polymorphism

Discovery Resource [21] (Coriell Cell Repositories). We

prepared DNA from peripheral blood leukocytes or EBV-

transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines.

Deletion screening. We carried out initial deletion screen-

ing using sY1191, followed by assaying the STSs in Fig. 1

on men lacking sY1191. Primers and PCR conditions are

available from GenBank under the following accession

numbers: sY142, G38345; sY1197, G67168; sY1191,

G73809; sY1291, G72340; sY1206, G67171; and

sY1201, G67170. We carried out two-color FISH as de-

scribed previously [18].

Y-chromosomal genealogy. The Y genealogy used is based

on those published in [11–13]. A subset of the men screened

for deletions, including all men with b2/b3 deletions, was

assigned to one of the branches of the genealogy by

genotyping them at the Y polymorphisms shown (Fig. 3).

References to the polymorphisms and primer pairs can be

found in [13].
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Fig. 3. Genealogical analysis of b2/b3 deletions and AZFc inversions. The genealogical tree of extant Y chromosomes is shown at the left [13]. The branches

labeled with branch designations (rightmost column) are those in which we observed Y chromosomes with the b2/b3 deletion (Table 2) or one of the inversions

predicted in Fig. 1. The 1563 men screened for the b2/b3 deletion included representatives of all branches shown in the genealogy. In branch N, 21/21 men

were b2/b3 deleted; in branch F*(xHK), 1/18; in branch I, 1/38; in branch Q3, 2/9.
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Table 3

Effects of the b2/b3 deletion on gene and transcript families compared with

other common deletions affecting AZFc

Gene or Number of copies present

transcript

familya
Reference sequence

(or gr/rg or b2/b3

invertedb)

b2/b3

deletion

gr/gr

deletionc
b2/b4

(AZFc)

deletionc

RBMY 6 6 6 6

BPY2 3 1 2 0

DAZ 4 2 2 0

CDY1 2 1 1 0

PRY 2 2 2 2

CSPG4LY 2 1 1 0

GOLGA2LY 2 1 1 0

TTTY3 2 1 1 0

TTTY4 3 1 2 0

TTTY5 1 1 1 1

TTTY6 2 2 2 2

TTTY17 3 1 2 0

Total 32 20 23 11

a See [17] for precise gene locations and GenBank accession numbers.
b See Fig. 1.
c Adapted from [8].
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